We study the classical c → ∞ limit of the Virasoro conformal blocks. We point out that the classical limit of the simplest nontrivial null-vector decoupling equation on a sphere leads to the Painlevé VI equation. This gives the explicit representation of generic four-point classical conformal block in terms of the regularized action evaluated on certain solution of the Painlevé VI equation. As a simple consequence, the monodromy problem of the Heun equation is related to the connection problem for the Painlevé VI. * On leave of absence
Introduction
Originally, conformal blocks were introduced in the context of two dimensional conformal field theories [1] , where they play fundamental role in the holomorphic factorization of the correlation functions. More recently, these functions attracted renewed attention because of their remarkable relation to the correlators of supersymmetry-protected chiral operators in the N = 2 supersymmetric gauge theories in four dimensions. This relation, dubbed the BPS/CFT correspondence in [2] , following the prior work in [3] [4] [5] , became a subject of intense development after the seminal work [6] where the instanton partition functions of the S-class N = 2 gauge theories in the Ω-background [3] were conjectured to be the Liouville (and, more generally, the ADE Toda) conformal blocks.
The conformal blocks are fully determined by their defining properties (the conformal symmetry in CFT, and, for the quiver gauge theories, the instanton integrals of the supersymmetric gauge theories). However, apart from (numerous) special cases, no closed form expressions are known beyond the power series expansions. Therefore, any relations which could provide an additional analytic control are of interest. In this note we establish a relation between the socalled classical conformal blocks [7, 8] and the classical action evaluated on the special solutions of the celebrated Painlevé VI equation. 1 Generally, the conformal blocks are associated with the moduli spaces M g,n of genus g Riemann surfaces with n punctures. In the present note we limit our attention to the n-punctured spheres (and ultimately our result will be concerned with the simplest nontrivial case n = 4). Loosely speaking, the conformal blocks are n-point correlation functions V ∆ 1 (z 1 ) · · · V ∆n (z n ) of the chiral primary operators V ∆ (z). The subscripts ∆ indicate the associated conformal dimensions. Since generally the chiral primaries are not local fields, the notion of their correlation functions is ambiguous. Actual conformal blocks are defined relative to a given "pant decomposition" of the n-punctured sphere, usually represented by a "dual diagram". For example, the diagram in Fig. 1 represents the instruction to include only the states from the irreducible representations with the conformal weights ∆(P α ) in the intermediate-state decompositions of the operator product, Thus, the n-point conformal block depends on n − 3 parameters P = {P 1 , P 2 , . . . P n−3 }. Although the definition (1.1) involves n points z 1 , . . . z n , projective transformations allow one to fix three of them, e.g. by sending the three points, say z n−2 , z n−1 , z n , to the standard locations 0, 1 and ∞. Therefore, the conformal block (1.1) depends on n − 3 moduli, which we collectively denote by z = {z 1 , . . . z n−3 }. Although the conformal block also depends on n "external leg" dimensions ∆ 1 , ∆ 2 , . . . ∆ n , we omit these parameters in the above notation F P (z). In the simplest nontrivial case n = 4 there is only one complex modulus. In this special case we fix the coordinate x on the moduli space M 0,4 by setting
Also, there is only one intermediate state parameter, the momentum P . Suppressing again the dependence on ∆ i , i = 1, . . . , 4, we denote by F P (x) the 4-point conformal block associated with the dual diagram in Fig. 2 . The conformal properties allow one to determine, in principle, any coefficient in the power series expansion in the moduli, e.g. in
The recursion of [10] allows one to generate the coefficients in a fast and efficient way, especially numerically. The AGT conjecture [6] provides another powerful combinatorial representation for these coefficients, using the explicit expression for the instanton partition sums in the supersymmetric gauge theories [3] found using the fixed point methods. The equivalence of the two representations for the linear quiver theories was recently proven in [11] . The classical limits of the conformal blocks appear when the Virasoro central charge c goes to infinity along with all the dimensions, so that the ratios ∆ i /c and ∆(P α )/c remain fixed. In what follows it will be convenient to regard b 2 defined in (1.2) as the Planck's constant. Thus, the classical limit corresponds to b → 0 and
with finite "classical dimensions" δ i and
. The new classical parameter ν relates to P as P 2 = −ν 2 /4b 2 (In this discussion the parameters P and ν are generally regarded as complex numbers). In the classical limit thus defined the n-point conformal blocks are expected to exponentiate as 6) where the "classical conformal block" f ν (z) depends on the moduli z, the parameters ν = {ν 1 , ν 2 , ...ν n−3 }, and n external "classical dimensions" δ i .
Classical conformal blocks are of interest from several points of view. They offer solution to the monodromy problem for the linear second order differential equations with n regular singularities, as we explain below. The solution of classical Liouville equation and related uniformization problem can be found in terms of the classical conformal blocks via certain Legendre transform [8] . On the gauge theory side of the AGT correspondence, the classical conformal blocks, or rather closely related functions
where W 0 (ν) is related to the b → 0 limit of the 3-point structure functions, it can also be interpreted as the perturbative contribution to the twisted superpotential on the SU(2) gauge theory side. Classical conformal blocks (or rather the twisted superpotentials) can be interpreted in the language of the symplectic geometry of the moduli space of SL(2)-flat connections, as explained in [17] . In the simplest case n = 4 the classical conformal block f ν (x) depends on a single intermediate classical dimension δ ν = 1−ν 2 4 , and a single modulus x (both will be generally treated here as complex numbers). With the conventional normalization F (0) P = 1 of the conformal block (1.4), the classical conformal block defined by (1.6) behaves as
The exponentiation (1.6) was conjectured in [8, 10] and supported by the analysis of a long power series in x generated via the recurrent relation of [7, 10] . This exponentiation is essential for the representation of the classical Liouville action in terms of the classical conformal blocks. New support comes from the AGT example of the BPS/CFT correspondence. On the gauge theory side the combinatorial representation for the power series coefficients has the form of the virial expansion for a gas of one-dimensional particles with a shortrange interaction. From that point of view the exponentiation (1.6) is the statement of the existence of the thermodynamic limit. This idea leads to the equation for the partition function similar to the thermodynamic Bethe ansatz equation [12] . Recently another proof was found in [13] using the generalization of the limit shape equations.
The main goal of this note is to show that this function is given by (regularized) classical action evaluated on certain solution of the Painlevé VI equation, which we specify in Section 3.
Classical Conformal Blocks and Monodromies of Ordinary Differential Equations
The classical conformal blocks are closely related to the monodromy problem for ordinary linear differential equations. Consider the second order differential equation with n regular singularities,
The variable z can be regarded as the complex coordinate on CP 1 \{z 1 , z 2 , . . . z n }, the Riemann sphere with n punctures. The parameters δ i will be identified with the classical dimensions in (2.1), and in this discussion we will always regard them as fixed numbers. The coefficients c i are often referred to as the "accessory parameters"; they, along with the positions of the singularities z i , are treated as the variables. The accessory parameters c i are constrained by three elementary relations
ensuring that t(z) has no additional singularity at z = ∞. Thus only n − 3 of these parameters, say c 1 , . . . c n−3 , are independent. Also, the projective transformations of the variable z in (2.1) allow one to send three of the points z i , say z n−2 , z n−1 , z n , to the predesigned positions, usually 0, 1, ∞. Therefore, with δ i fixed, the differential equation essentially depends on 2 (n − 3) complex parameters c i , z i , i = 1, 2, . . . n − 3. The differential equation (2.1) generates the "monodromy group" -the homomorphism of the fundamental group
To define the homomorphism precisely one has to pick a point
) is some basis in the vector space of solutions of (2.1), specified by the local data at the point z * , then the continuation along any closed path defines the monodromy matrix M(γ): Ψ(γ • z * ) = Ψ(z * )M(γ), which depends only on the homotopy class γ ∈ π 1 (CP 1 \{z i }) (the fundamental group defined relative to the marked point z * ) of the path. Let γ i ∈ π 1 (CP 1 \{z i }), i = 1, 2, . . . n be the elementary paths around the points z i , and M(γ i ) ∈ SL(2, C) the associated elements of the monodromy group of (2.1). If we change the marked point z * to another point z ′ * , then the matrices M(γ i ) change as well. However, the change is the simultaneous conjugation of all M(γ i ) by the same SL(2, C) element h (which is the holonomy of (2.1) from z * to z
With these parameters fixed, the space of such homomorphisms, taken modulo overall conjugation, is essentially isomorphic to the moduli space of flat SL(2, C) connections A 0,n [14] 3 . The point of this space can be parameterized by the invariants Tr M(γ a 1 . . . γ a N ) , which obey certain polynomial relations. It is well known that for the n-punctured sphere the complex dimension of this space is exactly 2 (n − 3). This means that the differential equation (2.1) generally does not admit continuous isomonodromic deformations, and 2 (n − 3) parameters c i , z i (i = 1, 2, . . . n − 3) in (2.1) can be taken as local coordinates on at least a part of the moduli space A of the flat connections.
The moduli space A 0,n admits a natural symplectic form, due to Atiyah and Bott [14] . It turns out that the parameters c i , z i are canonically conjugate, i.e. Darboux coordinates with respect to this form [15] [16] [17] 28 ]
To connect the classical conformal block in (1.6) to the differential equation (2.1), recall that in general case of c and at special values of ∆ the chiral vertex operators V ∆ (z) correspond to the highest weight vectors of the so called "degenerate representations" of the Virasoro algebra. In such cases the Verma module contains null vectors, and as the result the conformal blocks involving such degenerate vertex operators satisfy special differential equations. The simplest nontrivial cases correspond to the null vectors on the level 2, which appear at two values of ∆, ∆ (1, 2) and ∆ (2,1) ,
where we also display the associated null-vectors. The null-vector decoupling leads to the second-order differential equations for the conformal blocks, e.g.
where V (1,2) = V ∆ (1, 2) . Conformal blocks with the vertex V (2,1) obey similar differential equation with b 2 replaced by b −2 . The differential equation itself does not depend on the "dual diagram"
3 The moduli space A 0,n of flat connections is the space of all SL(2, C) gauge fields A on the n-punctured sphere, having vanishing curvature F A = dA + A ∧ A = 0 and considered up to the gauge transformations A → g −1 Ag + g −1 dg, with g(z,z) ∈ SL(2, C). With proper restrictions on the behavior of A and g near the punctures, the moduli space A is isomorphic to the so-called character variety, the space of all homomorphisms (2.3) considered up to the conjugation:
which must be added to specify the conformal block; the later comes through the choice of the solution. Note that unlike ∆ i , the dimension ∆ (1,2) approaches finite limit −1/2 as b → 0. The usual semiclassical intuition then suggests the following semiclassical form of the n + 1 -point conformal block involving V (1, 2) ,
where f ν (z) is the same classical conformal block as in (1.6) . Then the consistency with the null-vector decoupling equation (2.7) requires that the accessory parameters are determined in terms of the classical conformal block as follows
Eq.(2.9) is similar to the equation appearing in the context of the uniformization problem [18] , but the associated monodromy problem for (2.1) is quite different; in particular the "action" f ν (z) has different meaning. In the classic uniformization problem [19, 20] one is interested in the set c of accessory parameters {c i } such that the monodromy group of (2.1) is Fuchsian (which means it can be embedded into a real subgroup of SU (2) or SL(2, R)). This monodromy problem involves the reality condition, and the corresponding accessory parameters obey (2.1) with the real action f (z, z). The latter coincides with the Liouville action on the n-punctured sphere [18] . In our case f ν (z) is the classical conformal block, and the accessory parameters given by (2.9) solve another monodromy problem, which is holomorphic in z, and involves n − 3 additional parameters ν, as follows.
4
The choice of the accessory parameters according to (2.9) locally defines n − 3 (complex) dimensional subspace in the 2 (n − 3) dimensional moduli space of flat connections. Recall that the definition of the conformal block F P (z), and ultimately of its classical limit f ν (z), involves the "dual diagram". In this discussion we assume the "haircomb" diagram in Fig. 1 , so that the parameters ν = {ν 1 , ν 2 , . . . ν n−3 } are inherited, in the classical limit, from the dimensions {∆(P 1 ), . . . ∆(P n−3 )} in the intermediate state decomposition (1.1) . Therefore the parameters ν have a simple interpretation in terms of the monodromy of the the n + 1 -point conformal block (2.8) under the continuations in the variable z. Namely, let
..n−2 ) be the the monodromy matrices associated with the paths γ 12. Fig. 3 . The choice (2.9) of the accessory parameters in (2.1) fixes the conjugacy classes
The accessory parameters associated with the uniformization problem can also be expressed in terms of the classical conformal blocks through the Legendre transform, as is explained in [8] . This Legendre transform can be understood as describing the SL(2, R) connections in the coordinates of [17] as the real slice.
5 This follows from the well known "fusion rules" for the operator product expansions involving the degenerate operator V (1,2) ,
In the classical limit P → −iν/2b, so that the exponents become 1/2 ± ν/2. Choosing the accessory parameters in (2.1) according to (2.9) fixes the conjugacy classes of the associated elements of the monodromy group of (2.1) as given in (2.10).
A neat geometric way to express the above statement is as follows [17] . The n−3 monodromy parameters ν 1 , . . . ν n−3 can be taken as a half of local coordinates on the moduli space of flat connections. It is easy to see that these variables are Poisson-commuting with respect to the Atiyah-Bott symplectic form.
6
One can then define, using a geometric construction involving an n-gon in the group SL(2, C) [17] , a set of canonically conjugate variables µ 1 , . . . µ n−3 , 7 so that
In view of (2.9), it is useful to introduce a function (1.7), with an appropriate choice of the term W 0 (ν). This function then generates the canonical transformation between the coordinates (c i , z i ) to another set of local coordinates (ν i , µ i ),
In the simplest nontrivial case n = 4 Eq.(2.1) is known as the Heun equation,
The four-point classical conformal block f ν (x) solves the monodromy problem for this equation in the following sense. The choice
of the accessory parameter C in (2.13) fixes the conjugacy class of the monodromy along the path γ 12 = γ 1 • γ 2 (see Fig. 4 ), 6 This follows from the ultralocal form of the Atiyah-Bott symplectic form Ω = 1 2πi
tr(δA ∧ δA), since one can always choose non-intersecting paths γ 12...k , as in Fig. 3 . Tr M(γ 12 ) = −2 cos(πν) .
(2.15)
On the other hand
determines the conjugacy class of the monodromy along the path γ 23 = γ 2 • γ 3 (see Fig. 4 ). With the choice
where
this relation reads, explicitly (cf. [17] ):
where m i 's were defined in (2.4) and
3 Hamilton-Jacobi equation and Painlevé VI
Classical limit of V (2,1)
The equation (2.1) has emerged in the classical limit from the insertion of the degenerate vertex operator V (1, 2) . Inserting the other level-2 degenerate operator V (2,1) has quite different effect.
In the limit b → 0 its dimension ∆ (2,1) goes to infinity as −3/4b 2 , therefore the n + 1 − point conformal block with the V (2,1) insertion exponentiates as
The null-vector decoupling equation has the form (2.7) but with b replaced with b −1 , so that the coefficient in front of the second derivative becomes large. This is fully consistent with the WKB form (3.1), and leads to the Hamilton-Jacobi -like equation (see e.g. [21] )
Here we will show how this equation can be quite useful in the simplest nontrivial case of n = 4. Thus, we will start with the 5-point conformal block with one of its insertions being V (2,1) (y). We use projective transformations to move z 1 , z 3 , and z 4 to the positions 0, 1 and ∞, respectively, and we denote z 2 = t. In the classical limit we have
At this point we do not specify the particular choice of the conformal block. Note also that we denoted ∆ 5 , not ∆ 4 , the dimension associated with z 4 = ∞; the reason will become clear soon.
Introducing the functioñ S(y, t) = S(y, t) + ϕ(y, t) , for a one-dimensional dynamical system with the phase-space coordinates (y, p) and the timedependent Hamiltonian
. 
Painlevé VI
The Hamiltonian might not look terribly attractive, but the corresponding equation of motion
is recognized as the celebrated Painlevé VI equation. This is of course the most general of the ordinary differential equations of the typeÿ = R(y,ẏ, t) whose solutions y(t) have no "movable singularities" but simple poles. Movable singularities are the singularities of a solution y(t), viewed as the function of complex t, whose locations depend on the specific choice of the solution. Since by construction it is natural to regard the variable y as living on the Riemann sphere, the simple poles are not really singularities, and one can say that the solutions of (3.7) have no movable singularities at all. Of course, there are "fixed" singularities of the solutions y(t) at t = 0, 1, ∞.
Classical conformal block as Painlevé VI action
How this relation to the Painlevé VI can be useful in evaluating the classical conformal block in Fig. 5 ? Let us first make the following trivial observation. Let y(t) be a solution of (3.7) such that
Then by the definition of the classical action we have
where ϕ(y, t) is the same as in (3.4) , and L(y,ẏ, t) is the Lagrangian associated with the Hamiltonian (3.6). As was mentioned, general solution y(t) is singular at t = 0, 1, ∞. Choose one of these points, say t = 0. Near this singularity y(t) behaves as y(t) → −κ t ν where κ and ν are parameters of the solution. The exponent ν always satisfies 0 ≤ ℜ ν ≤ 1, 8 so that generally y(t) → 0 as t → 0. Therefore, if one chooses t 1 = 0 in (3.9), three of the five points in the conformal block in the r.h.s. collide, and thus it reduces to a constant. On the other hand, the same trajectory y(t) passes, at some nonsingular values of t = x = 0, 1, ∞, through the other insertion points 0, t, 1, or ∞. At any such event two of the five insertions in the l.h.s. five-point conformal block in (3.9) merge, and it becomes a four point block. Thus such trajectory y(t) interpolates between the three-point block (a constant) and a four point block which, according to (3.9) is then expressed essentially through the action x 0 dt L(y,ẏ, t) evaluated on the trajectory. This outlines our strategy.
Let us add some details. For a solution y(t) we call the "intercept points" the (generally complex) values of t = 0, 1, ∞ at which y(t) takes any of the values y(t) = 0, t, 1, ∞. Note that according to the Painlevé property (no movable singularities) the intercept points are regular point of y(t) on the Riemann sphere. Out strategy requires setting t 2 in (3.9) equal to one of the intercept points. For definiteness, assume that the intercept point closest to zero is a pole at some t = x. The equation (3.7) dictates two possibilities for the residue at the pole, y(t) → ± . As explained above, at t 2 = x the l.h.s. of (3.9) becomes the four point conformal block
Here ∆ 4 is related to ∆ 5 in (3.9) through the well known fusion rule [1]
The fusion rule (3.11) suggests two possible values for the classical dimension δ 4 associated with ∆ 4 in (3.10), namely
. In fact, in the classical limit only one of the two terms in (3.11) dominates. It turns out that at all λ 5 with non-negative real part the dominating term corresponds to λ 4 = λ 5 + 1, at least for x sufficiently close to 0 (we have verified this statement numerically for real λ 4 ), so that we have to take
in order to reproduce given
To summarize, in evaluating the classical conformal block emerging in the limit b → 0 of (3.10), we are interested in the solution of the Painlevé VI equation (3.7) with the following properties
12) 13) where the dots in the second line represent a power series in (t − x). In (3.12) ν and x should be regarded as independent parameters; equation (3.7) then determines κ and y 0 as the functions of these. 9 Note that in (3.13) we have chosen one of two signs of the residue at t = x consistent with (3.7); this choice leads to the desired value
for the classical dimension δ 4 , while the opposite sign of the residue would produce
. Once the solution is found, the classical conformal block is expressed through the Painlevé VI action evaluated on this solution, from t = 0 to t = x, according to the Eq.(3.9).
Regularized action and accessory parameter
Although the solution y(t) described in the previous subsection is singular only at the singular points 0, 1, ∞, the Lagrangian L(y,ẏ, t) has poles at all intercept points. In particular, the action integral in (3.9), when specified to t 1 = 0 and t 2 = x, diverges logarithmically at both ends of the integration contour. These divergences are well expected. Thus, the divergence at t → x reproduces the classical limit of the divergence of the operator product expansion
in (3.9), while the divergence at t → 0 represents the singular fusion of the three chiral vertices
This interpretation leads to the regularization prescription. One adds x-independent counterterms to the classical action designed to compensate for the divergences of the OPE coefficients. The result is the the following regularized expression for the classical conformal block
,
(1 − λ 2 i ) and
is fixed by the condition (1.8) (see Eqs. (3.20) , (3.21) and (3.22) below). This formula looks somewhat difficult for practical applications. However, if one is interested in the accessory parameter (2.14), it is possible to bypass altogether the evaluation of the action integral in (3.15) . Indeed, the derivative of the action with respect to x generates two terms. The first, easy term comes from the upper integration limit, while the second, more difficult terms accounts for the derivative of the solution y(t) itself with respect to x. But since the action is stationary with respect to the variations around the trajectory y(t), this second term reduces to the boundary contribution. As the result, one finds
where y 0 = y 0 (x, ν) is the constant term in the expansion (3.13). Thus, finding the accessory parameter C(x, ν) is closely related to solving the connection problem for the Painlevé VI equation, i.e. relating the parameters (x, y 0 ) to (ν, κ). Similar calculation yields
We note that Eqs. (3.17) , (3.18) generalize the equations (4.36) of Ref. [22] obtained previously for the monodromy of the Mathieu equation and connection problem of Painlevé III.
Power series
As is well known (see e.g. [23] ), in the vicinity of the singular point, e.g. near t = 0, the solution y(t) with the asymptotic behavior (3.12) expands in a double power series 19) where all the coefficients U n,m are uniquely determined by the equation (3.7) once the parameters ν and κ are given. In particular
where λ 5 = λ 4 − 1 and A relates to κ as
The expansion (3.19) allows one to develop expansion of the accessory parameter (2.14) in power series of x as follows. For small x, we are interested in the solution y(t) satisfying (3.12) with κ ≫ 1; if this condition is met, y(t) develops poles at sufficiently small values of t, where 1/y(t) is still dominated by the low-n terms of the expansion (3.19) . Let us make technical assumption that ℜe(ν) is small (in fact we only need ℜe(ν) < 1), so that the term U 0 (t) in (3.19) dominates at small t. Neglecting all terms with n > 0 leads to quadratic equation which determines points t = x, |x| ≪ 1 such that 1/y(x) = 0. The roots of this equation
provide potential initial approximation for the position of the pole t = x in (3.12). It is not difficult to check that only the first of these roots corresponds to the correct sign of the residue at the pole, as show in (3.12); the second root would lead to the opposite sign, and thus to the wrong value
instead of
of the classical dimension δ 4 . With this choice, one can systematically take into account the higher-n terms in the expansion (3.19) , which leads to the power-like corrections to the equation determining the pole position x in terms of ν and κ,
where A is given by (3.21) , and the coefficients a k are systematically computed order by order in terms of A and ν, for example,
Expressions for the higher coefficients quickly become rather cumbersome, and we do not present them here. Finally, according to (3.17) , the accessory parameter C(x, ν) can be expressed through the slope and the curvature of the function U(t) = 1/y(t) at its zero t = x,
Explicit calculation yields
in complete agreement with the classical limit of well known expansion coefficients of the four point conformal block.
Remarks
It is well known that the Painlevé VI equation describes the isomonodromic deformations of the second order Fuchsian system with four singular points. Consider the linear problem
where A i are constant (i.e. z-independent) traceless 2 × 2 matrices with det(
, and
A i = 0 then there are four regular singularities t, 0, 1 and ∞. It is convenient to choose the gauge such that A 4 = diag(λ 4 /2, −λ 4 /2), so that the off-diagonal elements of the matrix A(z) in (4.1) decay as 1/z 2 as z → ∞. Define y as the zero of the off-diagonal matrix element B(z) of the matrix
in (4.1), which then must have the form
3)
The parameter k can be set to 1 by the remaining gauge transformation. The linear Fuchsian systems admit monodromy preserving deformations, generally expressed by the Schlesinger's equations [24, 25] . For the system (4.1), these equations reduce to the Painlevé VI equation (3.7) for the parameter y as the function of t (with the equations for the remaining elements of the matrices A i dependent of this function).
The Darboux coordinates (ν, µ) of the SL(2, C) flat connection A(z) defined in [17] can be computed at any point of the Schlesinger-Painlevé VI flow, in particular in the limit t → 0. In this limit the connection (4.1) reduces to a pair of hypergeometric connections on the 3-punctured spheres, connected by certain gauge transformation, and can be evaluated in closed form. Thus, the coordinate ν is determined in this limit from the eigenvalues of A 1 + A 2 , confirming that it coincides with the parameter ν in (3.12) . Similarly, calculating the connection at t → 0 allows one to relate the coordinate µ to the parameter κ in (3.12), in full agreement with (2.16), (3.18) . We note that this agreement can be regarded as an alternative derivation of (3.15) which, unlike our arguments in Section 3, avoids any references to quantum conformal blocks. However, we believe that the arguments in Section 3 are more compact and suggestive.
The n > 4 generalization of our formalism seems to be straightforward. Let A 0,n be the moduli space of representations of the fundamental group of the n-punctured sphere into SL(2, C) with the fixed conjugacy classes of the elementary loops. It is endowed with the symplectic form Ω whose Darboux coordinates (ν i , µ i ), i = 1, . . . n − 3, are defined in [17] relative to a pant decomposition of the n-punctured sphere. On the other hand, the space X n of residues A i , i = 1, . . . n, with fixed eigenvalues Tr(A and considered up to the simultaneous SL(2, C) conjugation, is a symplectic manifold, with the Darboux coordinates (p i , y i ), i = 1, . . . n−3, defined relative to a point (z 1 , . . . z n ) on the moduli space M 0,n of n-punctured sphere. Let us parameterize points of M 0,n by z = {z 1 , . . . z n−3 }, by setting z n−2 = 0, z n−1 = 1, z n = ∞ (this is the same convention as we adopted in Sections 1 and 2 for generic n, but is slightly different from the conventions (1.3) chosen for n = 4 in the main body of the paper). The coordinates y i are the zeros of the matrix element B(z) defined in the general case in (4.2) in the gauge where A n is diagonal. The coordinates p i are the eigenvalues of A(y i ) (see [26] [27] [28] [29] for precise definitions). The map Φ : M 0,n × X n −→ A 0,n sends the set of residues to the monodromy data of the connection (4.4). We have: To make contact with the twisted superpotential W (ν, q) of the linear quiver theory with the gauge group SU(2) ⊗(n−3) in the context of the AGT correspondence, with the exponentiated complexified coupling q i of the i th gauge factor given by z i /z i+1 , proceed as follows. First pick a path z(t) in M 0,n with t ∈ CP 1 , which originates at z(0) = 0 in such a way that 0 < | z 1 | ≪ | z 2 | ≪ | z 3 | ≪ . . . ≪ | z n−3 | ≪ 1. This corresponds to the maximal degeneration of the n-punctured sphere at t = 0, associated with the dual diagram in Fig. 1 (with the legs 1 and n − 2 interchanged). Also, let z = z(1). Now, consider a solution of Schlesinger equations restricted onto this path. The details of the path are not essential except for the global monodromy properties, because the Hamiltonians h i obey
One must pick the solution such that for t = 1 the corresponding zeroes y i are equal to the "moving points" z i : y i (z(1)) = z i . Then integrate 1 0
(pẏ − hż) dt and subtract the logarithmically divergent terms to arrive at W (ν, z).
Potential developments of the relation discussed in this note include its extension to the general classical conformal blocks along the lines described above, in particular analysis of the suitable solutions of the Schlesinger equations, and its possible applications to the study of the analytic properties. We hope to come back to these problems in the future.
